UNDERSTANDING AND CONFRONTING ANTISEMITISM
IN THE CURRENT POLITICAL MOMENT
Antisemitism plays a powerful role in contemporary US politics, in the right wing, in the general public,
and in our movement spaces. For the far-right ‘New Confederacy’ and its increasingly public and
violent white supremacist/nationalist vanguard, antisemitism is a core ideological foundation. In the
general public, antisemitism has been falsely equated with taking stances against the state of Israel,
and Jews are being used as political pawns. For social movements and the left, antisemitism is often
confusing or difficult to see, or worse, openly unchallenged and propagated.
This piece started as a way to make sense of the brutal attack on a Pittsburgh synagogue by white
nationalist Robert Bowers on October 27, 2018. Bowers attacked a synagogue because he believed
that these congregants’ refugee aid work presented a dire threat to white society. This tragedy does
not stand alone. The white supremacist movement, made more approachable by their alt-right public
face and the Trump administration, has increased their violent attacks on Jewish, Muslim, Immigrant,
LGBTQ+, and Black communities.
This resource offers an analysis of contemporary antisemitism and places it in our political moment. it
addresses the difficulties of understanding antisemitism on the Left and in movement spaces,
provides language for important concepts, discusses how addressing antisemitism fits with an
organized Left strategy to build a United Front against the Neo Confederacy, and offers steps for
moving forward.
We drew heavily from a handful of articles, pamphlets, and other resources – please find links and
brief descriptions at the end. We highly encourage comrades to engage these resources for greater
depth and further study for those interested.
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Antisemitism in our Current Political Moment
The massacre in Pittsburgh was one dramatic moment in a larger trend of growing antisemitism,
which, as it has throughout history, goes hand in hand with the global rise of far-right, ultranationalist
movements. In the US, rising antisemitism became more visible during the 2016 election cycle, as the
emerging white nationalist right began to attack Jewish journalists and communities on social media.
Violence against Jewish community centers, schools, and places of worship has increased since. In
the lead up to the 2018 midterm elections, thinly veiled antisemitic tropes were often deployed by the
Republican party as a dog whistle to white nationalist elements of their base. Notably, the right wing
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use of the term “globalist” alludes to the idea of a specifically Jewish global conspiracy - compared to
Trump calling himself a “Nationalist”. Leading into the 2020 cycle, Trump has claimed that Jews who
vote Democrat are “disloyal” to America, perpetuating white supremacist ideas of Jewish dual loyalty.
The demonization of Hungarian Jewish billionaire George Soros as the financier of the left (who has
also been accused of being the shadowy string-puller by Trump and right wing nationalists across the
world) is another clear example of ways in which age old antisemitic tropes are being deployed by the
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right to scapegoat Jews.
False accusations of antisemitism are increasingly being used by the right wing to divide progressive
movements. The accusations of antisemitism used against Rep. Ilhan Omar, Rep. Rashida Tlaib,
Angela Davis, Tamika Mallory, and Marc Lamont Hill are a cynical ploy of the right wing to discredit
progressive leaders, especially Black and Muslim progressive leaders, who support Palestinian
liberation.
Because of the way the right is simultaneously attacking Jews and using anti-semitism to attack left
movements, it is crucial that the left have a clear analysis of what antisemitism is and is not.

What is a Jew?
“It is not the Jews who are the enemies of the working people. The enemies of the workers are the
capitalists of all countries. Among the Jews there are working people, and they form the majority.
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“The Origins of the ‘Globalist’ Slur” by Ben Zimmer. The Atlantic, March 14 2018
“Why the Right Loves to Hate George Soros” by Matt Welch. The Atlantic, October 6 2018
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/10/explaining-rights-obsession-george-soros/572401/
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They are our brothers, who, like us, are oppressed by capital; they are our comrades in the struggle
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for socialism.” -V.I Lenin
A central way that antisemitism thrives is through myths and stereotypes about Jews.4 Before digging
more deeply into how antisemitism functions and why we must confront it, we need a basic
understanding of what and who Jews are.
Jewishness is comprised of several types of identities. Judaism is a religion like any other religion,
with diverse sects, movements, and subgroups. Jewishness is also a set of ethnic identities, roughly
tied to different parts of the world. It is also a cultural identity, or membership in a historic community.
Jews make up about 0.2% of the world population, and about 2.2% of the US population. The
majority of Jews in the United States today are ethnically Ashkenazi, meaning they trace their origins
to Eastern and Western Europe and Russia. Other Jewish ethnic groups include Middle Eastern,
North African, Central Asian, and Balkan (Mizrahi); Ethiopian and Ugandan (African); and Spanish,
Greek, Turkish, and Portuguese Jews (Sephardi). Jewish communities exist on every continent
except Antarctica, some dating back thousands of years.
There is also significant class diversity among Jews. Contrary to popular conspiracy theories about
Jews controlling the world’s wealth, the very wealthiest individuals on the planet are predominantly
Christian according to nonpartisan wealth research firm New World Wealth. Of the 13.1 million people
in the world who are millionaires, 56.2% were Christians, while 6.5% were Muslims, 3.9% are Hindu
and 1.7% are Jewish.5 In the US, white Jews make slightly above the average income. Some white
Jewish men are very wealthy and dominate the political imagination, but poor and working class Jews
are the vast majority.
It is crucial to recognize that there are Jews of every race, class, and gender. In other words, there is
no singular or cohesive Jewish identity or political formation - Jews come from all kinds of places, and
look every kind of way.

What is Antisemitism and why is it so difficult to understand?
“Antisemitism’s job is to make the ruling class invisible. It protects ruling class power structures,
diverting anger at injustice towards Jews instead…it serves the same ends, whether enshrined in law
or institutionalized only in our minds; whether it is state policy, popular ‘common sense’, or acts of
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grassroots movements like our own.”
The rising antisemitism we are seeing today is part of a larger historical process. Antisemitism tends
to function cyclically, and while it shares many aspects of other forms of oppression (as well as
outcomes), antisemitism has its own unique qualities and functions that can make it hard to recognize
and confront. It combines religious prejudice, racist pseudoscience, cultural stereotyping, and political
scapegoating to cast “the Jews” as not only other, but as the disproportionately powerful enemy race.
Antisemitism “tells the story that Jews are responsible for people’s suffering, [are] secretive,
manipulative, untrustworthy, and dangerous”.7
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“Anti-Jewish Pogroms” (Speech) VI Lenin, March 1919
Information on Antisemitism for Movement Partners (JFREJ/JCA/BTA, 2019) p7
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Cited from Understanding Antisemitism, JFREJ
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In Christian Europe, Jews were not allowed to own land or serve in a majority of social and economic
roles. Being kept on the outskirts of society, Jews were easily scapegoated by the ruling class and
were never fully assimilated into the European body politic. It is worth noting that this state-sponsored
separatism looked very different and was significantly less dangerous in the Muslim contexts of the
Moorish empire and Arabia, where Jews were protected as Ahl Al-Kitab or “People of the Book”.
Classical antisemitism claims that Jews have a disproportionate amount of social control or power. In
reality, Jews have rarely held significant power at the highest levels of the state. Money lending and
merchantry were roles Jews could occupy; they were not allowed to have land and these jobs were
prohibited for Christian peasants. Providing money and goods in the service of the ruler kept Jews
close to power without ever really holding it, and created an easy target when the elites needed to
obscure social and economic contradictions. This is the origin of many anti-Jewish stereotypes and
myths about Jews and greed. For this reason, the history of Jews in Europe was characterized by
periods of acceptance, and even prosperity, which alternated with periods of intense violence and
persecution in times when the ruling class needed a convenient scapegoat for rising popular
discontent.
It was a cycle like this, with relative Jewish prosperity, acceptance, and proximity to power that
culminated in the Holocaust in the middle of the 20th century. In under 10 years, Jews across Europe
went from being fully integrated members of their communities to extermination camps. The speed at
which this cycle has historically moved from acceptance to persecution has led to deeply held
feelings of vulnerability and anxiety in Jewish communities (especially in contexts where the majority
are of European descent). It also makes antisemitism difficult to recognize because Jewish
communities often appear, and are, prosperous and powerful throughout extended periods of history.

The publication of the fraudulent “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” - a propaganda piece created by
Czar Nicholas II of Russia to hide the reality of his exorbitant spending from the starving masses, built
on the history of anti-Jewish oppression and popularized the idea of Jews as a secret global cabal
running the world. Capitalist Henry Ford repackaged this book as “The International Jew” and used it
to divide factory workers who were aligning around the 2-day weekend. It remains influential and
widely distributed today.
These historically rooted ideas have been carried into our political moment. Beginning in the 1980s,
neo-Nazi skinhead movements trafficked in Holocaust denial and later circulated ideas of “white
genocide” that put Jews at the center of a vast conspiracy to exterminate the “white race.” As these
organizations were increasingly pushed out of mainstream discourse, the white right shifted tactics to
make their ideology more palatable to the masses by trading shaved heads for undercuts and jack
boots for business suits.8 The dawn of the internet bolstered this new form of white-supremacist
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“A Reformed White Nationalist Says the Worst is Yet to Come” The Atlantic (Yara Bayoumy and Kathy Gilsinan) Aug 6 2019
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organizing, facilitating connections between organizations and planting the seeds for the nascent
alt-right, which would burst into wider public view with the rise of Trumpism and the New
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Confederacy.
Claims that George Soros is funding the left or Sheldon Adelson is funding the right, memes and
campaign ads targeting the Rothschild family in connection with a secret global cabal, McCarthyism’s
disproportionate targeting of Jews justified by their supposed dual loyalty, conspiracy theories that
claim that Israel or Jews were behind 9/11 or the 2008 financial crisis, that the US invaded Iraq at
Israel’s behest, etc. are all examples of ways in which historically-rooted antisemitic tropes created in
Europe have taken hold in the United States and remain alive today.

Race and Antisemitism
“In part we’ve had trouble because it looks different from the oppressions we understand, which
enforce inferiority on oppressed groups to disempower them. Anti-Jewish oppression, on the other
hand, can make its target look extremely powerful. Antisemitism’s job is to make the ruling classes
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invisible.”
One common source of confusion around antisemitism is that most Jews in the United States have
white skin. About 85% of Jews in the US come from white European ancestry, thereby participating in
and benefiting from structures of white supremacy today. This does not mean that white Jews do not
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face oppression, rather the color of their skin is not a factor of that oppression.
Indeed, Jewish isolation from other oppressed groups, along with a historic role as a middle agent
between the elites and working classes (see the cycle of antisemitism above) has created especially
complex historical relationships between Black and Jewish communities in the United States. While it
is beyond the scope of this resource to discuss this relationship fully, it is important to note that Jews
have been politically and economically set up against Black communities, often serving in middle
agent roles such as landlords, teachers and social workers. James Baldwin discusses the myth of
Jewish control in Black neighborhoods in his 1967 essay Negroes are Anti-Semitic Because They are
Anti-White: “No more than the good white people of the South, who are really responsible for the
bombings and lynchings, are ever present at these events, do the people who really own Harlem ever
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appear at the door to collect rent.”
At the same time, Jews historically have made up a disproportionate amount of the white people
involved in radical social movements and movements for Black liberation. Black/Jewish alliances
have historically been extremely threatening to the ruling class, which is a big part of why Black and
Jewish communities continue to be set up against one another.
In America today, many Jews benefit from white privilege yet are under attack from white supremacy.
Antisemitism is difficult to see in our current political moment, when Jews still experience relative
acceptance and economic prosperity. However, as soon as it becomes more convenient for Jews to
serve as scapegoats for the ruling class, history has shown that the privilege Jews were once
afforded can disappear almost instantaneously. In other words, Jews are conditionally white,
benefitting from this privilege until it is no longer convenient.
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Conditional whiteness can apply in a number of circumstances - a light-skinned immigrant may “pass”
as white until their accent or language gives away their otherness, or Irish and Italian people being
granted whiteness in mid-20th century America. In our context, even though Jews are racialized as
white, white supremacist ideology still sees Jews as “a race – the race – that presents an existential
threat because of the fact they often read as white – are a different, unassimilable, enemy race that
must be exposed, defeated, and ultimately eliminated.” 5
According to this ideology, Jews are also the hidden masterminds behind social movements including
immigration, Black liberation movements, and feminist movements. We saw this clearly in the
ideology of Robert Bowers, the Pittsburgh shooter, who chose the Tree of Life synagogue as his
target due to the work they did with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, a refugee resettlement
organization. To Robert Bowers, Jews were to blame for bringing refugees in the United States. This
idea that Jews are working to “replace” the white race is a consistent refrain in white supremacist
ideology.
Racist anti-Immigrant and antisemitic beliefs are inextricably bound in white supremacist thinking. The
KKK in Alabama and Mississippi publicly blamed Communist Jews as a rallying point against civil
rights workers and union organizers, and the idea of “passing for white” still terrorizes the Trump base
and the New Confederate segregationist brand of white supremacy.
Antisemitism animates a racist ideology that sees people of color as incapable of building their own
liberation movements, instead placing the blame on a Jewish conspiracy. In this line of thinking, the
fact that Jews appear white only makes them more dangerous as they are deceptively able to blend
in and pollute the “purity of the white race”.
Moreover, Jews of Color, like all other People of Color, are targets of racism and white supremacy –
including within the Jewish community – but can be further targeted by antisemitism. It must be a core
principle in the Left and among Jews fighting for liberation of all people that we create space for each
other’s divergent experiences, and at the same time remain clear on who among us faces the
greatest and most immediate threats to safety.

Antisemitism and Palestinian Liberation
Israel’s occupation of Palestinian land and its oppression of the Palestinian people is a major crisis.
Our movements must unapologetically support Palestinian liberation as part of a broader fight for
global justice.
Anti-Zionism is absolutely not equivalent to antisemtism. However, in our work for Palestinian
liberation we must be careful to avoid falling into antisemitic tropes. Conflating Zionism with Jews,
claiming that Jews are manipulating the US to give aid to Israel, claiming that American Jews have a
dual loyalty to Israel, or ignoring the non-Jews responsible for the oppression of Palestinian people
(including the US government, whose interests in the region have nothing to do with Jews) are all
ways that old antisemitic tropes can slip into movements for Palestinian liberation. When this
happens, it only hinders our work for Palestinian liberation.
Over the past few decades, the Jewish political right has aligned with the Christian political right to
distort and redefine antisemitism as primarily criticism of Israel or Israeli government policy. As the
American and Israeli right wing has repeatedly shown, this new definition has proven extremely
effective at rallying the right wing and center, and driving a wedge in progressive movements. Sadly,
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this coalition “have sometimes seemed like the only people willing to discuss and call out
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antisemitism”.
Some elements of the white right take this a step further and hold Israel up as a model ethnostate,
Donald Trump has repeatedly referred to Democratic Jews as disloyal to America, and his
administration defers to Messianic Jews (or Jews for Jesus) to add legitimacy to their stances on
Israel. Clearly, white right support for the nation of Israel has nothing to do with the Jewish people, in
the US or Israel; Jews are used as pawns to push support for a strategic ally for US interests and
investments in the middle east.
Progressive movements (including progressive Jewish movements) are now being silenced through
what this alliance has marketed as “antisemitism of the left”. Antisemitism is a fundamentally right
wing ideology, yet the right’s equation of antisemitism and anti-Zionism has become the mainstream
definition. If the left develops a sharper analysis and deeper commitment to interrupting antisemitism,
we can much more effectively resist being smeared by the right.
When our movements fail to make a clear distinction between Jews and the Israeli government in our
work for Palestinian liberation, Jews who might otherwise align with the multinational working class
alliance can feel isolated and attacked. Because the right is so vocal about fighting their version of
“antisemitism,” Jews who otherwise see through right-wing rhetoric may flee towards the only
“protection” offered. There is a danger that many Jews will join with and falsely legitimize right wing
coalitions that pose a much more urgent threat to Jewish communities and the rest of the
multinational working class.

Antisemitism and the Left
“Their thoughts, emotions, outlook depend upon tradition, material conditions of life, cultural level,
etc…The older half of the population was educated under Czarism. The younger half has inherited a
great deal from the older… Despite the model legislation of the October Revolution, it is impossible
that national and chauvinist prejudices, particularly anti-Semitism, should not have persisted
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strongly”. L
 eon Trotsky
Antisemitism is a fundamentally right wing ideology formed within European ruling classes. Its
function has always been to distract the working class and oppressed peoples from fighting their real
enemy by setting up a convenient scapegoat for their anger, and someone to blame for their material
oppression. It makes perfect sense, then, that antisemitism and antisemitic tropes still exist in our
movement spaces, even though very few leftists hold real anti-Jewish beliefs.
Antisemitism exists in our unions and movement groups just as misogyny and racism do. Sometimes
this is overt and personal, sometimes it is more subtle. Just like other forms of oppression, it can be
institutional and it can be internalized. Antisemitism can look differently in different movement
contexts. It can look like the conflation of Israel with all Jews or the assumptions of dual loyalty. It can
also look like exceptionalizing contradictions around race and privilege when it comes to Jews (i.e.
claiming that white Jews are more racist than other white people), dismissing oppressive
experiences, stereotyping, and expecting Jews to credential their politics (especially around
Palestine) in a way that is not expected of others. It can also look like using Jews or Jewish
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conspiracy as a stand in for capitalism (i.e conflating Jews with Wall Street or the Banks) or blaming
Jews for global conflict.
Dismissal of anti-Jewish oppression is perhaps the most common form of antisemitism in our
movement spaces. Because the oppression of Jews does not look the oppressions we are more
familiar with fighting, it can seem like it’s not real unless there is clear and undeniable evidence.
However, antisemitism has had real impacts on Left movements historically and today.
Like their contemporaries on the right, many early Left thinkers struggled with or perpetuated
antisemitism. Pierre Proudhon used antisemitic imagery, Marx painted Jews as “collectively greedy,
soul-less and loyal only to money, and insulted opponents with antisemitic and racist jibes in his
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private writings”. Populist movements in Czarist Russia celebrated pogroms (violent and often
state-sponsored popular uprisings against Jews that regularly destroyed entire communities), but the
revolution did not do away with these long-held prejudices against Jews, Europe’s perpetual other. In
WWII, armed Jewish resistance fighters were not welcomed by gentile fighters, including the Red
Army. Arab anti-colonial movements incorporated anti-Jewish rhetoric, and some even allied with
Hitler to boost their anti-British resistance. Several Arab Jewish communities suffered massacres and
forced expulsions.
In organizing for the liberation of all people, we need to exercise caution to not perpetuate antisemitic
tropes and to call them out when we hear them. By design, antisemetic tropes can sometimes seem
close to a real analysis of Capitalism. However, when “the Jews” become the stand-in for the small
minority who really does control our global economic system (the ruling class), we allow for divisions
within our united front instead of directing mass anger and energy towards fighting the real enemy.
Please see the Appendix for a list of tropes and conspiracy theories about Jews, and how to avoid
them in our organizing and movement building work.

Combating Antisemitism
Antisemitism is a central pillar of white nationalist and white supremacist movements, but is also a
more subtle and insidious presence throughout society that pulls towards white right politics. Where
the left does not address the systemic targeting of Jews, the right will.
Very few Left organizations address antisemitism publicly unless there is overt violence. When
organizations remain silent, Jews who otherwise orient with Left united front politics feel unrecognized
and dismissed, continuing a lack of involvement in organizations. Across the country, groups like
IfNotNow and Jewish Voice for Peace are organizing Jews against the occupation of Palestine, and
Never Again Action is linking with immigrant organizations to confront ICE and CBP, and doing so in
a way that is creating a new generation of political activists. The people who run these organizations
often identify as socialists, many of their leaders work for labor unions or social movement
organizations. Their leaders and members come from more racial and cultural backgrounds than
even most Jews are used to seeing in Jewish spaces.
Then what can we as progressives, Leftists, and Socialists do to combat this vicious ideology that
animates the white supremacist movement and obscures the reality of capitalist exploitation? When
we are clear about antisemitism we are better positioned to challenge harmful ideas and tendencies
in our movements and in the general public. Jews on the left know we don’t have a home in the white
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ethnostate, but in the mainstream we have been inundated with a narrative that Israel - an
exploitative, deeply racist, apartheid nation - is our only hope of salvation in a world where both the
right and left hate Jews simply because we are Jews.
Here are some suggestions for how we can contribute to a Left culture that welcomes Jews, disrupts
a fundamental aspect of the New Confederacy’s ideology, and that can contribute to building a
broader united front while opening our organization to a new class of young leaders looking for a
broader political home.
- Support Jewish comrades around claims of antisemitism - whether that is in our unions,
our communities, or our organization and movement spaces.
- Do not ask Jews to credential their politics (especially around Palestine) in a way you
would not ask of non-Jews.
- Be aware of antisemitic tropes so as not to inadvertently use them, and call them out
publicly when you see them (see the appendix below).
- Support the activities of left Jewish organizations in your area and build relationships of
mutual solidarity.
- Provide education on anti semitism and the importance of combating it in our mass
organizations
- Discuss this document or any of the below resources in depth at cadre meetings to
develop a better understanding of antisemitism and the white right
- Publicly challenge and call out acts of antisemitic violence when we see them

Conclusion
Antisemitism is a core part of the ideology of our main enemy. When we don’t clearly understand the
role it plays in New Confederate ideology, and how it is used to undermine and divide our strategic
alliance, this right wing rhetoric can effectively paint progressive and left movements as antisemitic.
We should not concede the support of the majority of Jews to a white supremacist right wing coalition.
Jews have a material interest in fighting the white supremacist New Confederacy in the alliance for
collective liberation.
Antisemitism paints Jews as an elite global cabal conspiring to destroy the working class. As long as
those in our movements believe that this is true in any way, they will miss that there is a real elite
global cabal conspiring to destroy us all: the ruling class of global capitalism. As Socialists, we must
be more adept at recognizing the difference between real anti-capitalist analyses and those that rely
on antisemitism so we can more effectively fight the real enemy.
One old antisemitic trope says that all Jews are communists and race traitors who align with people of
color to upend the stability of the current order. May it be so! Jews have long played significant roles
in the US left, and should continue to do so. By incorporating a clearer and more explicit analysis
around antisemitism into our organizational strategy and mass work, we can help bring about a day
when Jews are a real part of our strategic alliance, when violent attacks on Jewish communities are
thwarted before they happen, and accusations of antisemitism are no longer used to weaken our
movements.
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RESOURCES:
The Past Didn’t Go Anywhere (by April Rosenblum, 2007, 36 pages): A zine/pamphlet on understanding,
recognizing, and combating antisemitism for activists on the political Left. This accessible resource is
particularly geared towards understanding antisemitism in left and movement spaces. You can read this online
or download a pdf at:
https://archive.org/details/ThePastDidntGoAnywhere
Understanding Antisemitism (Jews For Racial and Economic Justice, 2017, 44 pages): “Antisemitism is real. It
is antithetical to collective liberation, and it hurts Jews but not only Jews — it undermines, weakens and derails
all of our movements for social justice and collective liberation.” It is long past time for the left as a whole to
sharpen its understanding of anti-Jewish ideology, and for Jews to engage more deeply in the collective fight
against white supremacy. This paper is designed to help us develop that understanding and strengthen those
commitments to one another.
Available for download at: https://jfrej.org/understanding-antisemitism/
Information on Antisemitism for Movement Partners (Jews for Racial and Economic Justice, Jewish
Community Action, and Bend the Arc, 2019, 11 pages): A concise resource for progressive and left movement
organizers, created by Jewish Leftists leading struggles against antisemitism. “We provide these resources to
build a shared analysis of antisemitism, how it’s being used in this political moment to attack and divide us all,
and how it connects with other forms of bigotry and oppression. We do so from our expertise on this particular
oppression in service of building a country in which all communities can thrive.”
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Dje5mh1aOpoY7jTunmyB8TUfbsOhbUJfXnyeblJ4_X8/edit?usp=sharing
Lenin’s Speech on Anti-Jewish Pogroms: https://youtu.be/i0ljxQsgUM4
(text available at https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1919/mar/x10.htm)
VI Lenin’s short speech decrying Anti-Jewish Pogroms and calling for broader incusion of Jews into the
struggle for socialism.
Skin in the Game: How Antisemitism Animates White Nationalism (by Eric K Ward, 2017): Noted anti-racist
organizer and researcher Eric K Ward’s examination of modern antisemitism, informed through infiltration,
research, and experience with right white organizations and activists.
https://www.politicalresearch.org/2017/06/29/skin-in-the-game-how-antisemitism-animates-white-nationalism/
Attacking Antisemitism (Ben Lorber, Jacobin Magazine Nov 2018): A useful summary from a socialist
perspective of why socialist movements in the US need to address antisemitism.
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2018/11/antisemitism-squirrel-hill-pittsburgh-shooting-racism
The Death and Life of the Jewish Century (Benjamin Balthaser, Boston Review March 2019): Situates rising
antisemitism in our broader political context with an understanding of shifting narratives.
http://bostonreview.net/politics/benjamin-balthaser-death-and-life-jewish-century
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APPENDIX: Understanding & Avoiding Antisemitic Tropes & Conspiracies
(Taken from Information on Antisemitism for Movement Partners, 2019)
In this political moment we are experiencing the mainstreaming and mainlining of several conspiracy
theories--largely driven by white nationalists and the American far-right--which play off of long-standing
antisemitic tropes.

A. Common Antisemitic Tropes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Killing/enemy of Jesus
Ritual murder of non-Jews, bloodthirsty
Demons, devils, hypnotizers, embodiment of evil
Plotting to control the world
Secret puppet masters
Causing disease, war, or other disasters
Greedy, usurers, controlling the financial system
Responsible for capitalism, responsible for communism
Dual loyalty, dual allegiances, untrustworthy
Animal metaphors, especially sea creatures and insects
Global conspiracy

B. Current Conspiracy Theories
-

-

Assertions that philanthropist George Soros is the mastermind “behind” any number of social
movements or actions.
○ These conspiracies are built atop the centuries-old idea that Jews are the evil puppeteers
controlling social movements behind the curtain in an attempt to wreak havoc on the
countries in which we live. It’s tied to the idea of Jews being “globalists” and disloyal to our
nations of birth or residence. In these conspiracy theories today, the way Soros is a
philanthropist is somehow illegitimate and different than non-Jewish philanthropists like
the Koch Brothers, or Bill Gates. Also key is the idea that Soros is trying to destroy America
by changing its character, “unleashing” Black people in protests, “funding” migrant
“caravans,” etc. This is the false narrative at the core of antisemitism — and it is in the same
vein as what the Nazis said about Jews in WWII Germany.
○ These theories extend to saying that Soros is the mastermind behind the Movement for
Black Lives, the robust protests against Justice Kavanaugh, and DA races all across the
country.
○ The danger in these conspiracies is not just that they proliferate antisemitic ideas; they
delegitimize robust social movements led by Black people, women, and trans people.
Instead of recognizing the vibrant escalation and mobilization of our communities and
strong progressive DA candidates, they frame our movements and candidates as
hoodwinked or manipulated by Jewish money and control. This doesn’t just undermine
candidates and policies, but democracy itself. (More on this can be found in T
 he Soros
Myth by Dove Kent)
Antisemitism and xenophobia: The shooting in Pittsburgh is a perfect and tragic example of the
nexus of antisemitism and xenophobia. The shooter targeted and murdered 11 people in a
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-

synagogue not just because they were Jews but because they were Jews specifically supporting
immigrants and refugees. Working in relationship with other marginalized communities is very
Jewish, and it’s very threatening to our enemies, which is why it gets us targeted, and, in
Pittsburgh, killed. And that exact same politic - that multiculturalism and immigration are these
massive threats that must be shut down - that got 11 Jews killed AND has thousands of children in
tent camps and cages as we speak.
The National Republican Congressional Committee featured ads in the 2018 election deploying the
Soros conspiracy theories, that came out just weeks before a pipe bomb was placed at his home
and the home of Democratic leaders.

Conspiracy theories have real consequences.
These stereotypes and tropes driving these conspiracy theories are deep-seated and understandably
many people didn’t grow up knowing Jews or the history behind this kind of antisemitism.
So when people are already socialized that Jews are greedy, sneaky, manipulative, and disproportionately
wealthy and powerful, then they will believe things like, “all these women protesting Kavanaugh are just
being paid for by a rich Jew” And of course, this narrative not only endangers American Jews, it endangers
our democratic norms.

C. Advancing Social Justice While Avoiding Antisemitic Tropes
-

Be precise: Word choice matters a tremendous amount.
- It’s best to express yourself in ways that are not open to antisemitic interpretation or play
on existing antisemitic tropes. Just as we shouldn’t play into existing racist, Islamophobic or
xenophobic stereotypes also in use in American culture.
- We also live in an era of discourse characterized by rampant dog whistles, so combined
with the socialization detailed above, statements that promote antisemitism don’t even
have to explicitly refer to “Jews.” Common stand-ins for “Jews” in the antisemitic lexicon can
include “liberal” (as in t he “liberal media,” “New York” (as in “New York sense of humor”),
“global interests” and “globalists,” all as derogatory terms.

-

Focus on shared values such as dignity, safety, and freedom for all people.

-

Beware the tropes and their origins: Certain words and phrases should be avoided like those
detailed above. Remember that all these tropes came from material conditions in which Jews were
being targeted and often violently oppressed.

-

Focus on the influence of advocacy groups; don’t focus on financial control.

-

Remember that while Jews are predominantly politically progressive, we aren’t homogenous
and we have a huge range of opinions about most political and social arenas.

-

The best way to move forward your advocacy is to steer wide and clear of antisemitic tropes. The
best way to strengthen all our movements for justice is to educate ourselves on antisemitism and
avoid slipping into tropes, stereotypes, and messages of bigotry.
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